How to have a successful
campaign on LaunchGood

$15,550

Setting your goal
Target amount

Identify the amount of money that you want to  
raise. Take the size of your network into account  
and what you feel you can realistically achieve. It's
not a question of how much LaunchGood can raise
for you but how much you can raise on LaunchGood.

Perception

Perception is very important. If you set your goal to

$10,456

$7,000 and raise $10,000, your campaign will look
(and will be) successful. Compare this to setting your
goal to $20,000 and raising $10,000. It’s the same
amount raised at the end of the day, but it doesn’t
look as successful. A good way to mitigate this is by
setting a lower more achievable target, and you can
always increase it along the way if you’d like to.

Added expenses

Remember to anticipate expenses. Although we
have zero platform fees, at a minimum you'll need
to add roughly 3% to cover credit card fees. If you
are crowdfunding for a product or if you are giving
out perks, for example t-shirts, make sure you take
production and shipping  
costs into account.

Up next: Types of Fundraising

Support

Types of fundraising

Up next: You campaign pitch

Next you want to identify what
type of campaign you want to run,
partial funding or all-or-nothing:

Congrats!

$10,000

$1,045

Partial funding

All-or-nothing

You keep whatever you

You only receive the money if you hit your

raise, even if you fall

goal or surpass it. If you don’t reach your

short of your goal.

goal, the supporters’ credit cards are not
charged. You won’t receive any of the
funds (and neither do we.)

It might sound risky, but campaigns that choose the all-or-nothing
option tend to be 8x more successful in reaching their goal.

Video

Campaigns with videos
tend to raise twice as
much as campaigns
without videos.
Our research shows that the most
effective videos are under one minute
long, and the first 10 seconds are the
most critical. Use these 10 seconds to
hook the viewer from the start.

Up next: Giving Levels

Some tips on how to make an
amazing crowdfunding video pitch:

Be yourself

The Big Idea

If you're a funny person, make
a funny video. If you're very
thoughtful, be thoughtful.
Every video is as unique and
should echo the emotional
tone of your campaign.

Introduce your big idea early.
Communicate what you wish  
to achieve with your product  
or project. Maybe there’s a  
problem you’ve identified  
that you’re solving. Make  
the potential impact of your
campaign very clear.

Introduction

Call-to-action

The introduction should  
be brief, and it should
communicate the purpose  
of your campaign and share  
a bit about who you are  
to establish trust.

Make sure you include  
a clear call to action,  
that is, ask the viewer to
support your campaign
and to share it.

Your campaign pitch

The story you tell
in your campaign
pitch is critical.

Emotion

Campaign title

Your pitch is about making  

Choose a campaign title  

an emotional connection

that is emotionally compelling,

with the reader. Really focus

action-oriented, and clearly

on why someone should care

communicate what the campaign

about your campaign, make

is about. For example, if you are

them feel excited, intrigued,

from Detroit and trying to raise

and inspired.

money to study Arabic in Doha,

This is your chance to tell everyone

instead of "My Story" you can

what you're doing, why it matters, and

say "Support my Arabic learning

why they should hit the support button.

journey from Detroit to Doha".

Legitimacy

Images & headers

Get personal and talk about

Include a picture for every one to  

who you and your team are,

two paragraphs of text. Choose  

include pictures, share links  

your images carefully, they should  

to social media pages.  

be unique and emotionally appealing.

Reassure the reader that  

Using photos of people is usually  

you are a legitimate person,

a good idea. Use headers that

organization, or business.

communicate the most important
information without having to read  
all the paragraphs on the page.

Up next: Video

Giving Levels

Giving levels are the

Offer a range of options

The majority of supporters may give less

different amounts that

than $50 each, but a large percentage of
the amount you raise will come from big
contributions. So you need a range of small

supporters can choose to
give when contributing to
your campaign.

and large giving levels to get everyone
involved. For example, $20 to $2,000.

Perks vs. Impact

If you're making a product, like a music
album, it's easy to offer perks that are
structured around that product (e.g. $25
gets you a CD). But what if you're part of a
non-profit building a mosque? In this case,
focus on the impact of the contribution.
For example, $250 helps pay for one

$10
Sponsor 5 square inches.

$20

square foot of construction.

Sponsor 15 square inches.

Cost effective

$50
Sponsor 25 square inches.

$100
Sponsor 45 square inches.

As your campaign gains momentum, you may
reach an international audience. If you’d like to
include perks in your campaign but don’t want

$200
Sponsor 65 square inches.

$500
Sponsor 200 square inches.

to pay for or manage shipping, you can include
perks that don't require shipping. For example,
you can offer to list some supporters on your
website engraving their name into a wall.

Up next: More ideas

More ideas
Here are some ideas  
we've seen in action when
crowdfunding and loved:

Gratitude

Acknowledgement

Give a tangible gift

Experiential

Consider sending a
handwritten card or
postcard to your
supporters.

Add an honor roll on your
website, include supporter
names in a book, or
highlight supporters  
as producers on a film.

Consider sending artisanal
goods, souvenirs, gifts,
books, prizes, or any digital
resources you can provide.

A dinner meet-up VIP to an
event, a Zoom call with the
team, or a personal tour of a
place your supporters have
helped to build.

